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 New York, NY – As we close out 2022, it is important to look back at all of our collective 
accomplishments and notable moments while we prepare to make even greater impact 
on the African diaspora on national and global levels.

We thank you as members for your contributions to serve the greater good. It 
should never go without saying that without you, none of the things we hope to achieve 
will happen. 

Epic Records Vice President of Urban Radio Cynthia Johnson Joined 
Brilliant Minds Collective as New Chairperson

This year, we welcomed Cynthia Johnson to our esteemed ranks as our new 
chairperson. Johnson, who has an extensive list of grand accomplishments including 
serving as Vice President of Urban Radio Promotions at Epic Records as well as 
previously holding vital leadership roles at several major companies like Columbia 
Records, J Records, and Warner Bros Records, brings years of leadership and 
professional management experience to our organization.

“I learned about Brilliant Mind Collective from Tyesh Harris. She formed the organization 
to help make a difference in society that will elevate marginalized communities and 
change the trajectory of their lives.  When she asked me to join, I immediately agreed,” 
Cynthia Johnson explains. “As the organization grew from an idea to a non-profit 501 (c) 
(3) organization, so did its membership and ideas to make a difference in the world.  
The members of the Brilliant Mind Collective are smart compassionate people who can 
continue to solve the problem of disenfranchisement and help give a voice to those who 
may not have one now.  I am proud and happy to serve as the Board Chairperson. In 
my role, I plan to guide the conversations and work to fulfill our goals to uplift our 
community by identifying problems we can solve and set out to solve them.”
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We Publicly Addressed Governor Tate Reeves, Jackson Mayor Chokwe Antar 
Lumumba Regarding Water Crisis.

This year saw the complete collapse of Jackson, Mississippi’s O.B. Curtis Water 
Treatment Plant due to flooding, leaving nearly 150,000 residents in the capitol of 
America’s poorest state deprived of drinking water. On their behalf, we issued public 
statement calling the city and state leadership to task of their failure to take preventative 
and pro-active measures.

"Our collective hearts go out to the people suffering in Jackson, Mississippi. It is 
unimaginable that residents in a modern city in America would be deprived of one of the 
most basic of necessities. Knowing Black Americans make up over 80% of the 
Jackson's population and the state of Mississippi's history of systemic racism and 
violence, it isn't surprising that more wasn't done to circumvent this crisis," Tyesh Harris, 
Executive Director of Brilliant Minds Collective.

We Openly Condemned Misuse of Welfare Funds in Brett Favre / 
University of Southern Mississippi Scandal

On behalf of our esteemed members, we wholeheartedly denounced the 
misappropriation of funds earmarked for those in need in the poorest state in America to 
finance former NFL quarterback Brett Favre’s personal interest projects.

According to reports, in 2017, Favre acquired $5 million from the educational nonprofit 
Mississippi Community Education Center (MCEC) to construct a volleyball facility at the 
University of Southern Mississippi.

The transaction is one of many illegal activities alleged to have occurred at the 
Mississippi Department of Human Services, whose primary mission is to provide 
assistance to state residents in dire situations.

“In 2017, the Mississippi Office of Budget and Fund Management reported a $169 
million budget shortfall in the amount of tax income needed to fund the states 
infrastructure and social services programs. In 2021, World Population Review ranked 
Mississippi 49th out of 50 states in average quality of life. The actions of Brett Favre and 
former governor Phil Bryant illustrate a callous disregard for the issues facing the 
citizens of Mississippi,” clarifies Caleb Pennington, Brilliant Minds Collective’s Head of 
Research.



 

We Fought Against Voter Intimidation in 2022
Due to rampant reports of right-wing supporters gathering near voting sites throughout 
the country, many of them armed, we launched an email and social media campaign 
educating potential voters of their rights and legal recourses to voter intimidation. 

The campaign including the definition of voter intimidation and list of steps to take when 
reporting incidents that were applicable in every state. 

The Research Department Published a Series of Papers Covering 
Critical Subjects Including Race Relations and Environmental Justice.
Under the leadership of Professor Caleb Pennington, the research department 
published a plethora of highly praised papers on several critical subjects that continue to 
concern people of color around the globe including:

Teaching Race Completely (TRC): Thoughts on Racism as an American Mental 
Health Pandemic: When it comes to the complicated thought patterns and behaviors 
that we would include as racist thoughts and actions, there remains a divide in the 
behavioral health community about whether this constitutes a medical diagnosis of 
mental illness.

Suicide Prevention in the Black Community: Outlines a community-based approach 
to suicide prevention in African American neighborhoods, and the economic and cultural 
barriers to adequate mental health treatment. 

Environmental Justice: Unequal distribution of environmental “bads” and the 
obstacles to public participation: Taking inspiration from Arnstein’s ladder of 
participation, this piece calls for participatory approaches in order to integrate local 
perspectives and local knowledge, diverse stakeholders, and members of the public into 
the decision-making process on environmental issues.

Chasing Extremism: How the Racial Makeup of “Extremist” Groups Determines Their 
Treatment by the State: This paper will examine the treatment of two famous extremist 
groups, the Ku Klux Klan and the Nation of Islam, under the law. By analyzing how they 
are treated by local officials, federal statutes, and law enforcement personnel, we can 
determine if the unequal treatment of minorities under the law extends to the extreme 
end of the ideological spectrum.

Sickening Climate: Global Warming and its Impact on Health and Nutrition in Africa:  In 
addition to the threat of flooding and other climate-related weather events, there is no 



 

doubt that the mere threat of global climate change is having an impact on the mental 
and physical health of the African diaspora.

The Importance of Black Studies in American History Classes:  Black history 
should not be viewed as a token addition to American history, an add-on that provides a 
more complete story of our forebearers. African American history has the potentially to 
radically disrupt the traditional narratives that we teach students about the United States 
and to undermine the dominant ideological origins that have supported institutional 
racism.



 



 



 



 



 



 


